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Wedding coordinator Faith McKenna doesnâ€™t believe in the happily-ever-after that she promises

her clients. So she has no qualms about giving a few brides one last fling on the side before they

commit for life. When maid of honor Rachel Union catches her best friend fooling around with the

wedding coordinator before her wedding day, she swears sheâ€™ll out Faith to everyone if the bride

doesnâ€™t make it down the aisle. Against her better judgment, Rachel agrees not to tell the groom,

but she vows to keep a close eye on Faith until after the big day. But spending time with Faith

challenges Rachelâ€™s opinion of her as shallow and opportunistic.
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It doesn't happen often where I vacillate so frequently between disliking a character one moment

and rooting for them the next. Wedding planner, Faith is not only a player, but shamelessly prefers

sleeping with her female clients to give them a chance to satisfy their bi-curiosity before getting



married. It's easy to judge Faith's actions harshly at first, as Rachel blatantly does, but as we get to

know Faith throughout the story we find that we can empathetically relate to Faith on some levels

even though we may find her actions deplorable. The ironic humor was not lost on me when Rachel,

much to her chagrin, can't curb her attraction to Faith despite her shameless behavior. This book

made me think a lot about forgiveness and reconciliation, irony and juxtaposition, love and

acceptance, and much more. Finding their happy ending won't be easy, but it certainly was a

contemplative and interesting trip. I received a copy from NetGalley in exchange for an honest

review.

Faith McKenna and Rachel Union donÃ¢Â€Â™t get off to the best start. Rachel walks in on the

wedding co-ordinator in a compromising position with her best friend Violet. It seems Faith has a

reputation for sleeping with her clients. Rachel makes it her mission to ensure Violet gets down the

aisle by keeping a close eye on Faith but will she find out Faith is a lot more than she seems on the

surface?This was a delightful story of two women who want very different things in life and have

each become stuck in the roles they have made for themselves. FaithÃ¢Â€Â™s past has led her to

believe that one-night stands are all she needs. Rachel wants the happy ever after and

wonÃ¢Â€Â™t settle for anything less. I could see where they were coming from and that it would

take something really special to move them from their entrenched positions. I loved that characters

from Erin DuttonÃ¢Â€Â™s previous book, Ã¢Â€Â˜Capturing ForeverÃ¢Â€Â™ were part of the story.

IÃ¢Â€Â™m glad that Casey got to play a part in helping things along for Faith and Rachel. The

romance is slow burning and sexy and sure to leave a smile on the readerÃ¢Â€Â™s face. A

wonderful feel-good story that I am sure to go back and re-read.I was given this ARC by Netgalley

and Bold Strokes Books in return for an honest review.

Ms. Dutton has done it again! This was a very good story! It was a complex and well developed plot.

Rachel and Faith's relationship started to develop from the very start. The way Dutton described

everything I felt like I was there during the wedding planning trying out all the samples. That's a sign

of an excellent writer that draws you into the story that well.

This book was very good. It started out with two people being caught and a best friend furious. But

what no one knew was she was more furious because she wanted to be the one with the wedding

coordinator. Over the next several months good and bad times came and went but both being

bullheaded the only thing that could being them back together was being miserable.



Faith and Rachel are definitely not love at first site! A compromising situation introduced the two

women and the fun starts from there. I like stories where one of the characters thinks one night

stands are the way to go, only to be shown what they're missing in a relationship. Both women are

relatable characters and I enjoyed both of them. I always look forward to Erin Dutton's work and this

did not disappoint.

4.5 stars! The book offers a brilliant,emotionally charged portrait.deftly conveying the sweep of the

time over everyday lives and showing how even in difficult times/break-ups,gifts can unfold,above all

it is an ode to friendship and to how one person shapes the journeys of those around

them..Ms.Dutton's characters are realistic and well drawn that most readers will no concern keeping

track of them in this story..resolution to the web of secret around what happen was particularly

nicely written and handled okay even though in time when revealed the repercussions played out

just as excellent in the storyline and it led to an explicit confrontation and conflict in how we as

readers view the protagonist as a character had her flaws but still owned up to them..I found this

book very compelling and was very much invested in the relationship between Faith & Rachel who

had lots of passion of chemistry going on...my admiration went out to all the other supporting

characters that made up this wonderful story with one exception to which i will let readers find out

after reading this storyline...This story is fun,enjoyable and also satisfying so i encourage everyone

to check this well written book..

I'm a big fan of the author and was so excited about 20% into this book that she's continuing to

producer great books. I thought the whole concept of the two leads meeting was original. I think that

her use of Faith, the more "feminine" one of the two, as being the more dominant and chaser was

unique. There was the nice slow build up of the two getting to really know each other and finding

chemistry that was too hard to ignore. Literally everything I enjoy in a book of this genre was there.

And nice cameo by Casey from "Capturing Forever"!I completely recommend this book to others.
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